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The Human Role in Earth Evolution
David Grinspoon
From the perspective of Astrobiology, David will review Earth history and
offer a taxonomy of catastrophe that examines the changing roles of life and
so-called intelligence in our evolving planet, and implications for the
prospect of advanced life elsewhere in the universe.
Bio: David Grinspoon is an astrobiologist who studies the possible
conditions for life on other planets. In November 2012, he began a one-year
appointment as the inaugural Baruch S. Blumberg/NASA Chair in
Astrobiology at the John W. Kluge Center of the United States Library of
1….General Meeting
Congress, where he is researching and writing a book about the human
influence on Earth, seen in cosmic perspective. He is Curator of
2….Club Contacts
Astrobiology at the Denver Museum of Nature & Science, and Adjunct
3.....RCA Board Minutes Professor of Astrophysical and Planetary Science at the University of
Colorado. He is a frequent advisor to NASA on space exploration strategy, and is Co-Investigator on an
instrument that is currently operating on the Curiosity Rover on Mars. He serves as Interdisciplinary
4….Special Interest
Scientist on the European Space Agency’s Venus Express spacecraft, which is currently in orbit around
Groups
Venus. Grinspoon was awarded the 2006 Carl Sagan Medal for Public Communication of Planetary
5.....A Treasury of
Science by the American Astronomical Society. His first book, Venus Revealed, was a Los Angeles
Vintage Eyepieces
Times Book Prize finalist. His 2004 book, Lonely Planets: The Natural Philosophy of Alien Life won
the PEN Center USA Literary Award for Research Nonfiction. Grinspoon’s popular writing has
8.....The Observers
appeared in Slate, Scientific American, Natural History, The Sciences, Astronomy, Seed, the Boston
Corner
Globe, the Los Angeles Times, the New York Times and Sky & Telescope Magazine where he is a
contributing editor and writes the monthly “Cosmic Relief” column.
12...Astrophoto of the
Dr. Grinspoon has been featured on dozens of television and radio
Month
shows. His technical papers have been published in Nature, Science,
and numerous other journals, and he has given invited talks at
13...Star Parties
international conferences throughout the U.S., Europe, Australia and
Japan.
14...Calendars
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For more, see www.funkyscience.net

All are Welcome! Monday July 15th
Social Gathering: 7 pm. General Meeting Begins: 7:30 pm.
Location: OMSI Auditorium
RCA is a member of the
Astronomical League.
http://www.astroleague.org
New Moon
Jul 08
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Moon photos below courtesy David Haworth
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Minutes of the Rose City
Astronomers Board
May 6, 2013
Held at OMSI Classroom 1
Chair
: David Nemo
Secretary : Ken Hose for Duncan Kitchin

Board Members Present

VP Membership – Ken Hose. We had 6 new members join
in April and we had 4 renewals. We brought in $280 in dues.
The total member-families now stands at 372.
ALCOR – Ken Hose. RCA member Gene Schaffer received a
Herschel 400 award and Planetary Nebula Club award. Ken
will be RCA proxy for AL officers’ election.

Discussion Items

Astronomy Fair. The Astronomy Fair will be the subject at
our next general meeting on May 20. David Nemo has assigned
roles for the different special interest groups. There will be
some 15-minute presentations. One will be on collimation, and
one or two will be on astro-imaging. Dawn wanted to see if we
could use the planetarium for a short 6-minute IDA film—need
to ask Jim Todd. Board members with ideas on how to
promote/advertise the fair should coordinate through Diana
Fredlund. David Nemo and Jan will work out details for getting
name tags for board members. Mark and David Nemo will
provide Jim Todd with a floor plan for the fair.
Bylaws update. We discussed creating a new Student
Call to Order
membership category at a reduced dues rate ($12) for kids in
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 by David Nemo and,
the 5th through 8th grades. After some discussion, we agreed
there being 10 board members present, the quorum requirement that they should have full membership privileges including
of 9 was declared to be met.
voting rights, access to AL awards and The Reflector. AR:
David Nemo to update the bylaws with the appropriate
verbiage. AR: Ken Hose to create an email list of families with
Approval of Agenda
kids.
The agenda was approved …
OMSI Partner Agreement. We voted to accept the agreement
which reads the same as last years’. David Nemo moved to
Approval of Minutes
accept, David Horne seconded the motion, and the motion was
David Nemo moved to approve the minutes from the April
approved 10-0-0.
2013 board meeting and the motion was seconded by Mark
Martin. The motion passed 10-0-0.
Directors’ Reports
David Nemo (President, Observing Site Director)
Ken Hose (VP Membership, ALCOR)
Jim Higgs (VP Community Affairs)
Mark Martin (VP Communications)
Diana Fredlund (Media Director)
Jan Keiski (Library Director, OMSI & GAMA Liaison)
David Horne (Telescope Library)
Dawn Nilson (International Dark Sky Liaison)
Scott Kindt (Newsletter Editor)
Kathy Kornei (Youth Director)

SIGs – Vacant
Telescope Library – David Horne. David Horne requested
President – David Nemo. Received donation of telescope
a key to the planetarium to be able to access telescope gear at
gear from a widow. Will put items for sale at May general
odd hours. Jan will give David the key. The club received a
meeting swap meet. David will start a Forum topic on the
telescope donation (13” Coulter) and David suggested we give
budget. Each board member should make a budget proposal
it to Stub Stewart Park. The idea was approved.
and what the funds will be used for.
Observing Sites – David Nemo. The Argo Navis GoTo
Secretary – Duncan Kitchin. Absent. Ken Hose standingelectronics and hardware have been installed at Haggart
in.
Observatory and all is working okay.
Treasurer – Larry Godsey. Absent
IDA – Dawn Nilson. Dawn has a professionally-made
VP Programming – Mark Martin. The SBIG president will IDA poster she will bring to the Astronomy Fair. She is
be the June speaker. The July speaker will be David
working on organizing a workshop for decision-makers on
Grinspoon. He is an astrobiologist and planetary scientist.
drafting model lighting ordinances. She is working with IDA
VP Observing – Open
and the Audubon Society. She made a suggestion that the 6VP Community Affairs – Jim Higgs. The requests for star minute IDA film could be shown at Howard’s new member
parties have been increasing as the weather has improved. Last meetings.
Media – Diana Fredlund. News release for next meeting is
Tuesday, April 30, 4 RCA members hosted a group of 80
students in Canby. On May 14 Jim gave a talk on meteors. On ready.
May 17 there is a star party planned for 20 second graders. On
Merchandise Sales – Herry Tedja. Absent. He reported
June 20 there is a star party for some Girl Scouts on the west
$340 in sales last meeting.
side. Astronomy Day is June 30. Jim raised the question if we
New Members – Howard Knytych. Absent
should invite folks to bring their telescopes so we could show
Book Library / OMSI / Sister Clubs – Jan Keiski. Mark
them how to use them.
Strand’s widow wanted to make some book donations. Jan

Officer Reports
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wanted to remind folks about the OMSI star parties at Stub
Stewart and Rooster Rock on May 25.
Youth Program – Kathy Kornei. Kathy is in contact with 4
potential mentors/teachers. The plan is to start the youth
academy in August and have meetings once per month for 4
months. The venue will be Kennedy School on Saturday
mornings. We are being charged $15/hour for 3 hours per
session.
Magazine Subscriptions – Larry Godsey. Absent
Webmaster – Larry Godsey. Absent
Newsletter Editor – Scott Kindt. Scott wondered if we
really need the calendar in the back of the newsletter. We
decided to eliminate it and see if there is any negative
feedback. One option would be a simple list instead of the
“calendar” format. Howard Banich and John Siple have articles
in the upcoming newsletter.

New Business

RCA Bylaws Updated
On July 1, 2013, the RCA Board of Directors approved
revisions to the RCA Bylaws, following a 30-day review
period by members. The Bylaws were last revised in
2000.
Notable changes include the addition of a Vice President
of Programming and the addition of a Student Membership. The Bylaws also clarified that the traditional
"Family Membership" includes a "Primary Member"
who shall have voting rights, and "other" family members who would not have voting rights but would be eligible for all other club resources and benefits. Another
change was to create a more streamlined Officer nomination and election process.
The updated Bylaws are posted on
the RCA website.

None

Adjournment
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at
8:59PM.

Special Interest Groups
Astro-Imaging Special Interest Group
When:

Wednesday, Ju1 10th, 7pm

When:
Beginning Aug. 17th
Location: Kennedy School
Download Flyer: http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/YAAFlyer.pdf
Download Application: http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/
YAAApp.pdf

Location: Beaverton Public Library
12375 SW 5th St - Beaverton
SIG Leader: Greg Marshall
Email: ai-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm

Downtowners Luncheon
When:
Location:

Youth Program

Note different
meeting location
and day for this
month.

Friday, July 12th, Noon
India House
1038 SW Morrison Portland
SIG Leader: Margaret Campbell-McCrea
Email: downtown-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm

Leader: Kathy Kornei
Email: youth@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm

New Members Special Interest Group
When:
Monday, July 15 th, 6:30pm
Location: OMSI Planetarium
Topic:
TBD
SIG Leader: Howard Knytych
Email: newmembers@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm

Telescope Workshop
When:

Saturday, July 20th
10:00am - 3:00pm
Location:
Technical Marine Service, Inc.
6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island-Portland
SIG Leader: John DeLacy
Assistant:
Don Peckham
Email: tw-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
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Astrophysics / Cosmology SIG
When:
Topic:

Wed, June 17th, 7pm
TBA

Note New Address
See website for map

Presented by: TBA
Location:
8012 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR 97206
SIG Leaders: Lamont Brock, Viktors Berstis
Email: cosmology-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
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A Treasury of
Vintage Eyepieces
Decades of progress in the field of
optics is commemorated by many
novel and flamboyant designs.
By John W. Siple

L

ight entering an astronomical telescope follows a predetermined route to the exact
area of focus. Eagerly awaiting the opportunity to deftly handle
those key photons is a broad assortment
of classic ocular devices. Each welcomed eyepiece has its own individual
qualities, case histories, aesthetic appeal
and price bracket.
A passion for fashionable older eyepieces is prevalent among amateur astronomers. Sources of encouragement
are found in attractive magazine
reviews and other candid accounts. Gratifying examples
presented in period literature
showcase an exciting walk
through the eclectic world of
eyepiece technology.
Salvaged brands from recent
decades are extremely varied
and plentiful—collectors who
dabble in optics sometimes
regard them with quasi-artistic
awe. Accessory catalogs advertise hundreds of lucky
choices depending on an individual’s personal taste.
Groundbreaking ideas resulting from stiff competition
has produced an irresistible
array of historical designs.
Major competitors who
shared space inside Sky
& Telescope magazine
enticed potential customers with authentic,
posh slogans. However,
the primary influence to
astronomers is from the presen-

tation of accurate, mundane facts about
a preferred group of optical accessories.
Eye relief, coatings on air-to-glass surfaces and elimination of aberrations are
all important in unlocking the secrets of
telescope performance.
What defines a good collectible eyepiece? In general, aesthetics, factory
origin and barrel width sway more
minds than original list price. Serious
collectors almost never integrate
cheaply-made or “junk” lenses with
opulent equipment, a basic tenet obeyed
throughout connoisseurship.
Large companies, such as
Edmund, predictably sold their
lowest-priced refractor and reflector telescopes with conservative numbers of less exotic
eyepieces. In certain cases,
competing brands look nearly
alike. For example, the stylized
“volcano-top” or conical head
model, available in many different focal lengths, is a prevalent theme in the telescope industry. Internal optics may
vary, but the outside construction other than labeling remains
remarkably the same.
In sweeping comparison are
Meade’s patented Schmidt-Cassegrains and other creations,
which convey all manner
of eyepieces as auxiliary fare. A thirty year
retrospective analysis
shows a lopsided tendency toward Plössls
and wide-angle industrial
designs with apparent fields
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greater than 67°. The best of all the
older “wider is better” inspirations are
the epic 84° “ultra-wides”—items created in response to Nagler patronage.
Questar Corporation, maker of “the
world’s most convenient telescope,”
indulged buyers by placing desirable
Brandon oculars on its 3½- and 7-inch
lens-mirror systems. Their famous com-

(top) A circa 1980’s Tele Vue Wide Field
eyepiece towers over a smaller Plössl of the
same focal length. The Super Plössl 56mm
(above) is just one of Meade’s many all-star
performers. Dakin’s superb parfocal 2.4X
Barlow lens (left), distributed exclusively by
Vernonscope of Candor, New York enhances
any eyepiece collection. Unless otherwise
noted, all photographs are by the author.
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MEADE ORTHOSCOPIC

For eyepiece fans, Meade’s 4mm research-grade
orthoscopic model is an exemplary performer.

GALOC 16.3MM

pact models first made their appearance
in 1954, and the inclusion of Vernonscope eyepieces has helped in the creation of an enduring optical legacy.
Unitron took a slightly different approach in satisfying its clientele. All of
their esteemed refractors are outfitted
with variable amounts of excellent quality oculars, the simplest instrument containing the fewest number. This marketing strategy has been repeatedly copied
throughout the globe by many other
companies—bigger or more elaborate
(expensive) telescopes are sold with a
greater supply of dynamic accessories.
Another clearly obvious way of getting a single or matched set of eyepieces

ORION ULTRASCOPIC

The niche design for sharp, high contrast imagery
is demonstrated by Orion’s 20mm Ultrascopic.

Extracting the full optical

CLAVÉ PLÖSSL

potential of a telescope can
only occur when proven
top-quality eyepieces and
accessories are selected.

A rare commodity in the 0.965-inch size, the “flattopped” Galoc with its distinctive Saturn logo is a
welcome addition to any eyepiece chest.

CELESTRON ULTIMA

Celestron has offered an incredible amount of
products through its network of dealerships. Their
Ultima series, a German hybrid design of 4 to 7
elements, is rated as the company’s best.

is to order them factory direct. A few
popular brands are still being produced
today, but countless others have fallen
into collectible history. Celestron
Plössls with their silver tops, Tele Vue
“smooth barrel” products from the ’80s,
and Criterion Crico eyepieces are all
examples of discontinued material.
Tokens of the lens maker’s art are
scattered throughout the pages of Sky &
Telescope. A regular advertiser was
Telescopics, which began selling durable Nikon-based eyepieces in the mid1950s. Their renowned “Gailand” line,
adroitly adorned with a Saturn-GC motif, also included a modified 75° angular
field Erfle (billed as a “Galoc”).
A long established Michigan company, University Optics, has a constantly
rotating inventory of telescope making
supplies in its annual catalogs. Königs
(a variation on the Erfle) and true 4element design orthoscopic eyepieces
are just a portion of the rewarding miscellany.
Orion Telescope Center is a leading
source of cost-effective merchandise for
the amateur astronomer. Bestselling
iconic jewels were their Ultrascopics,
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Every planetary observer desires a Clavé ocular.
Cross Optics of Los Alamos, New Mexico, was
one of the major distributors in America.

MEADE/CAVE ERFLE

These lightweight 20mm Erfles were once advertised by Meade. (Cave listed them in its catalogs
as “Orthostars.”) The popular series also included 7, 12.4 and 15.5mm focal lengths.
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Auxiliary accessories at
the observer’s fingertips
improve and augment a
telescope’s performance.
Choice items become an
integral part of stargazing.

MegaVistas and UltraScans, but Orion’s
discount catalogs have also incorporated nonspecific company items such
as full stocks of Vixen Lanthanum and
Celestron Ultima eyepieces. Featured
prominently for the budget-wise stargazer are Sirius Plössls and “remarkably
affordable” Explorer Series Kellner and
Ortho eyepieces.
Mention “Tele Vue” at a club meeting and chances are that at least five
designs will spring to mind: Panoptic,
Nagler, Radian, Ethos, and more recently Delos. Amateur astronomers covet
Tele Vue eyepieces for their beauty and
deep-sky performance. Introduced in
1980 by former NASA team leader Al
Nagler, he has created what many critics call “the best crafted eyepieces
available.”
Threads of important local eyepiece
history are also available in the advertising memorabilia of Jaegers, Parks,
Edmund, and Optica b/c. Overseas, Parisian artistry in optics culminated in the
elegant Plössl versions from Clavé. The
eyepiece’s flowing construction and
flawlessly ground glass are described in
many reverential reviews.
Telescopes imported directly from
Japan, especially mass-produced Sears
and Tasco models, are often seen with
cheaper Ramsden, Kellner, or Huygenian style eyepieces. A consortium of
firms specialized in the worldwide distribution of 0.965-inch accessories. Car-

ton, Takahashi, Nikon, Astro Optical
(Optica’s supplier), and Asahi Pentax
were major sources of countless generic
and in-house designs. (In Germany,
Zeiss is the master lens maker of superior but fairly expensive merchandise.)
Most devotees add auxiliary keepsake equipment, which can range from
adjustable zoom lenses to multiplepower Barlows. Revolving turrets, glorified by Unitron’s “Unihex,” are considered exclusive souvenirs. Of course,
right-angle prism or mirror star diagonals are practical aids used in rounding
out a particular collection.
What has been presented here is an
image gallery that roughly traces the
author’s lifelong interest in eyepieces,
from primitive Sears lenses, acquired
along with boxed telescopes of the
1970s, through flamboyant and perhaps
unique designs from Tele Vue, Meade,
and Telescopics. Like many astronomers, a special fondness for genuine
Plössls has developed—splendid examples that gain attention are 7.4 to 40mm
“Circle N” models from Tele Vue.
Organizing an abundant collection of
distinguished optical treasures is comparatively easy. Among the myriad
types of hobbyist eyepieces, there are
many perfect candidates that an interested person can relish owning. For the
average cost, eyepieces offer a multilevel opportunity to enjoy simple and
tastefully sophisticated designs.

Top: Turret holders are designed to switch
between different slots at the observer’s
touch. The selector on the Sears 90mm refractor telescope holds up to six color-coded
0.965-inch oculars. Above: Optica b/c’s 821mm zoom lens replaces two or more expensive eyepieces. Right: A private collection of 1960’s University Optics orthoscopic
eyepieces with their original boxes.
©Copyright 2013 The Rose City Astronomers. All Rights Reserved.
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The Observer’s Corner

Howard Banich

Time for Barnard’s Star, Part 2
I wrote the following article about Barnard’s Star in June 2003, and despite my best efforts to come up
with a better way to write another article about it this month I can’t think of anything more appropriate
than to re-run this one with a short addendum at the end.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Barnard’s Runaway Star is a faint red dwarf in northeast Ophiuchus that has the largest known proper
motion across the sky. According to Burnham’s Celestial Handbook, it takes only 351 years to move
one degree across the sky. It’s only 5.96 light years away, making it the 5th closest star to Earth. That’s
a tricky way of stating that after the Sun and the three stars that make up the Alpha Centauri system it’s
the next closet. At least that we know of so far.
E. E. Barnard discovered it in 1916 by comparing photographs taken in 1894 and 1916, and then finding it on a
photo taken by E. Pickering in 1888. The proper motion of
Barnard’s star is a combination of its closeness and its intrinsic high velocity through space. In about 8000 years it will
pass less than 4 light years from the sun.
I first made an observation of this magnitude 9.5 star in 1983
soon after buying the three volume set of Burnham’s Celestial Handbook. Using a finder chart from Burnham’s I was
able to track it down fairly easily and then noted its position
on a line marking the stars’ proper motion from 1880 to
2040. That chart is on page 1252 of volume two, and page 1253 has a negative photo showing over a
degree of sky around the star, making location that much easier. A distinctive “V” shaped asterism
helps guide the way. Barnard’s Star is also marked on chart 15 of Sky Atlas 2000 with a close up on
chart A, which is in the back of the atlas.
And then I didn’t make another observation for 20 years.
I thought about it from time to time – it’s located less than a degree from 66 Ophiuchi, a magnitude 4.8
star, and well placed for most of the spring and summer – but somehow I couldn’t quite swing my telescope over to track it down again. And then on June 4, 2003 I finally made it back. I sketched the field
and couldn’t wait to compare it to my original observation to see how much it had moved in 20 years.
And then I couldn’t find my original notes. Argh!
A few days after I remembered that I’d marked its position on the Burnham’s chart, and finding that
little 1983 mark was about as exciting as an original discovery for me. It was with surpassing pleasure
that I marked my 2003 observation on the chart.
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DSS image of the field of Barnard’s Star. It’s the brightest star near the center of the photo,
and using the page 1252 chart from Burnham’s, the photo seems to have been taken in the mid1980’s.

This was exciting - it had moved a good half inch on the scale of the page 1252 chart! Being able to
mark the actual motion of a star through space over the course of 20 years gave me a sense of the starry
sky in motion. I’ve know intellectually that stars swirl through the Milky Way, only too slowly for us
to notice on our human timescale. Observing Barnard’s Star proper motion gave me a direct and rare
connection to this fact that only a significant chunk of my life time could provide.
By the way, as part of my research for writing this article I found my original notes – from June 4,
1983, exactly 20 years before my latest observation. The best I can come up with for that nifty convergence is “whoa – that’s flippin cool!”
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Page 1252, volume two of Burnham’s Celestial Handbook with my 1983 and 2003 positions
of Barnard’s Star marked on the line of its proper motion. Note the “V” shaped asterism to
the right of the 1960 position.

I also like what I wrote in my 1983 notes: “Only six light years distant, this inconspicuous little star is the
second closest after the triple Alpha Centauri system – starlight only six years old, and next to the sun the
youngest starlight I’ve ever seen.”
I’m not going to wait another 20 years for my next observation though. However, just out of curiosity I
looked up June 4, 2023 - it’s on a Sunday. Even though it won’t be my next observation of Barnard’s Star I
do believe I’ll have another look at it on that fine and future night. I’ll mark its position on page 1252
about a half inch above the 2003 mark, if for no other reason than to note one more tick of the Milky
Way’s galactic clock.”
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Back to the present, this is the addendum I mentioned at the beginning of the article. The July 2013 issue
of Sky & Telescope, which arrived in late May, has a short article and an excellent color photo of the area
around Barnard’s Star. It’s the most clearly written and illustrated resource for finding and observing Bar-
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nard’s Star that I’ve seen. This got me excited to re-observe Barnard’s Star and I made a mental note to do
it the next time I was able to observe. A couple of weeks later I did.
About a week after my latest observation I looked up my 2003 article and it struck me that I’d observed
Barnard’s Star pretty close to June 4th again. Checking my notes confirmed that I had – so that’s three observations of Barnard’s Star separated by 30 years and all on June 4th!
Amazing as that is, I also observed it on June 21, 2006, so the coincidence is striking but not 100%. I imagine my subconscious is keeping track, but nothing’s perfect…

Above is a current scan of the Burnham’s Celestial Handbook chart that I’ve been plotting my Barnard’s
Star observations on. Compare it to the 2003 version and note the 2006 and 2013 marks. These are deeply
satisfying observations and I hope everyone reading this is motivated to keep track of Barnard’s for themselves – it will take the concept of stellar proper motion and turn it into your own observational reality.
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Astrophoto of the Month from Greg Marshall
Target: Antares region (Antares, M4, Rho Ophiuchi, IC4604) Camera: QSI583
Scope: Tamron camera lens (200mm FL) Exposure: LRGB, approximately 4 hours (over 2 nights)
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OMSI - Star Parties
July 20th, 2013 - Lunar Viewing
Because Earth's moon will be in a perfect position for viewing
on Saturday, July 20, the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry, Rose City Astronomers and Vancouver Sidewalk Astronomers have organized Star Parties at Rooster Rock State
Park and Stub Stewart State Park starting at 9:30 p.m. From
beginners to experts of all ages, here's your opportunity to
view the moon, stars and other celestial objects up close and
personal through telescopes. Viewing highlights includes Saturn, the waxing gibbous moon, several clusters, and
more! The angle of the sun will cause deep shadows to fall on
the moon's surface, making its highlands and craters more easily visible.
On the scheduled day of each OMSI Star Parties, it is suggested that interested visitors call the OMSI Star Parties Hotline, 503 797-4000 Press #3 then #5, or check the OMSI Star
Parties web site for possible weather-related cancellations. The
event starts at sunset and is free with $5 parking per vehicle.
Warm clothing and a flashlight with red light are recommended. Personal telescopes and binoculars are welcome.
See http://omsi.edu/starparties for more information or cancellations.

Trout Lake Star Party
July 12-14, 2013
You will be setting up
your telescopes on asphalt or gravel. There are
fancy pit toilets on the
south side of the parking
lot. The nearest gas/food/
water is in Trout Lake.
If you bring an RV, park
in an organized way that
leaves access lanes for others who may be coming/going over
the weekend. All RVs must be on the pavement.
You can tent camp on the side of the parking lot in the grassy
areas. You will want a ground cloth under your tent and a reflective cover during the day helps keep the inside temperatures down. Propane stoves only and please use them up off
the ground on a table or stand. No open fires or charcoal briquettes.
There is no formal registration for the event itself, just show
up and enjoy the weekend. You don't even need a telescope to
participate; other members are enthusiastic to share their
views. This is a good opportunity for beginners to get acquainted.
There are lots of daytime activities in the area. Ice caves, waterfalls, day hike trails and Mt. Adams to name a few.
Directions can be found on the RCA website:
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/trout_lake.htm
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Haggart Observatory Public Nights
Through a partnership with Clackamas Community College,
the Rose City Astronomers (RCA) maintains the Observatory
and coordinates public access to the Observatory. During
2013, we have scheduled several Public Nights at the Observatory. We invite those interested to visit the Haggart Observatory webpage at: http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/
haggart.htm to find out dates and times for these sessions.

Star Parties Coming Soon in 2013!
Golden State Star Party Jul 6-9
OMSI Lunar Viewing Star Party Jul 20
Oregon Star Party Aug 6-11
Skyview Acres Star Party Aug 7-11
OMSI Perseid Meteor Watch Aug 12
Stub Stewart Star Party Aug 31
Sunriver Star Party Sep 4-8
Maupin Star Party Sep 6-8
OMSI Autumnal Equinox Celebration Sep 21
Skyview Acres Star Party Sep 26-29
White River Star Party Sep 28
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July 2013
Jul 01

Monday

Board Meeting

OMSI Classroom 1

7pm

Jul 06

Saturday

Haggart Public Night

Haggart Observatory

Dusk

Jul 10

Wednesday

Astro-Imaging SIG

Beaverton Public Library

7pm

Jul 12

Friday

Downtowner’s Luncheon

India House 1038 SW Morrison Portland, OR 97215

Noon

Jul 12-14

Fri-Sun

Trout Lake Star Party

Flatop Sno Park near Trout Lake, WA

Jul 15

Monday

New Members SIG

OMSI Planetarium

6:30pm

Jul 15

Monday

General Meeting

OMSI Auditorium

7:30pm

Jul 17

Wednesday

Cosmology SIG

Firland Apartments Community Room

7pm

Jul 20

Saturday

Telescope Workshop

Technical Marine Service Building

10am-3pm

Jul 20

Saturday

OMSI Star Party

Rooster Rock and Stub Stewart State Parks

Dusk

August 2013
Aug 02

Friday

Downtowner’s Luncheon

Alexis Greek Restaurant,215 W. Burnside St., Portland Noon

Aug 03

Saturday

Haggart Public Night

Haggart Observatory

Dusk

Aug 03

Saturday

* Silver Falls Star Party

Silver Falls State Park

Dusk

Aug 05

Monday

Board Meeting

OMSI
Classroom
1 Cancelled for August***
***Board
Meeting

7pm

Aug 06-11

Tue-Sun

* Oregon Star Party

Ochoco National Forest

Aug 07-11

Wed-Sun

Skyview Acres Star Party

Skyview Acres near Goldendale WA

Aug 07-11

Wed-Sun

* Table Mountain Star
Party

Eden Valley Ranch near Oroville WA

Aug 12

Saturday

OMSI Star Party

Rooster Rock and Stub Stewart State Parks

Dusk

Aug 14

Wednesday

Astro-Imaging SIG

Beaverton Public Library

7pm

Aug 17

Saturday

Telescope Workshop

Technical Marine Service Building

10am-3pm

Aug 19

Monday

General Meeting

OMSI Auditorium

7:30pm

Aug 21

Wednesday

Cosmology SIG

Firland Apartments Community Room *New Location
7pm
8036 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR 97206

Aug 31

Saturday

Stub Stewart Star Party

RCA sponsored star party at Stub Stewart State Park

* Not an RCA sponsored event.

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org

Rose City Astronomers
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
1945 SE Water Ave
Portland, OR 97214-3356

Dusk

